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Outdoor and indoor air pollution was recently identified as
a key contributor to the environmental burden of disease in
European countries (EBoDE Working Group 2011). Due to
the time-activity profiles of contemporary lifestyles, most
human exposure to both indoor and ambient air pollutants
takes place indoors. Buildings partly protect occupants, but
nevertheless outdoor air pollution penetrates enough to
result in sustained and sometimes high daily exposures to
certain air pollutants. Indoor air pollution sources, e.g.
domestic heating, cigarette smoking and cooking devices,
can also contribute significantly to the total personal
exposure to gases and fine particles. These exposures are
in addition to short-term exposures to pollutants generated
in traffic and other more polluted microenvironments. The
role of the indoor environment is highlighted, e.g. by the

recent publication of WHO Guidelines for Indoor Air
Quality (WHO 2010), and roughly half of the burden of
disease caused by poor indoor air quality in European
countries was associated with pollutants originating from
outdoor air (de Oliveira Fernandes et al. 2009).

Since 1996, the series of Urban Air Quality meetings
have brought together members of the European and global
research communities working in the field of air quality.
From the beginning of the series, the topics have covered
air quality monitoring, modelling, exposure assessment and
related health effects. Due to the widening scope of the
meeting, the name was changed to Air Quality—Science
and Application and interactions between outdoor and
indoor air were included. The conference was organised
by the University of Hertfordshire, UK and hosted by the
Istanbul Technical University on 24–27 March 2009. From
the first meeting organised in Hertfordshire, UK, the
meeting has grown into a large international biennial event.

Seventeen parallel sessions took place during the 4-day
event. The sessions on air quality and health and personal
exposure to indoor and outdoor air pollution accepted 65
submissions from 25 countries in Europe, North America,
South America and Asia. The current special double issue
of Air Quality, Atmosphere, & Health presents a number of
selected manuscripts based on the original presentations
from the conference. The papers cover the full exposure
chain from emission sources and air quality assessment to
exposure, source apportionment, health effects and risk
assessment. Particulate matter is the common denominator
in most of the papers. By deepening our understanding of
exposure processes, the papers contribute to the goals of the
journal—finding solutions for the consequences of atmo-
spheric contamination by human activities.

Two of the papers prepared for this special issue were
already published in the last issue of 2010; these papers
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presented at Air Quality 2009 are available from the journal
web site (Branis and Kolomaznikova 2010; Saraga et al.
2010).

We would like to express our sincere gratitude to the
authors and reviewers, whose valuable work has made it
possible to bring these results at hand for the wider
audience and maintain the presentation of data and results
at the scientific standards of Atmosphere, Air Quality, &
Health.

The conference was supported by World Meteorolog-
ical Organization and GURME, European Meteorolog-
ical Society, European Association for the Science of
Air Pollution, GAW Urban research Meteorology and
Environment Programme, European Co-operation in
Science and Technology (COST), in particular COST
728 and ES0602, the European Funded projects
CAIR4HEALTH, AIR4EU, CLEAR and MEGAPOLI,
TUBITAK Turkey, British Petroleum Turkey, Shell
Turkey, Air & Waste Management Society and Ameri-
can Meteorological Society.
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